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Title: Alfredo Véa, Jr. Manuscripts


Collection Number: 2000.002

Creator/Collector: Alfredo Véa, Jr.

Extent: 4.5 cu. Ft.

Repository: California State University, Los Angeles
Los Angeles, California 90032-8300

Abstract: Alfredo Véa, Jr. (b. June 28, 1950), a lawyer of Mexican, Yaqui, and Filipino heritage, draws on this legacy along with his life experiences for the subjects of his novels.

Language of Material: English

Access
Access is available by appointment for Cal State LA student and faculty researchers as well as independent researchers.

Publication Rights
Permission for publication is given on behalf of Special Collections as the owner of the physical items and is not intended to include or imply permission of the copyright holder, which must also be obtained by the researcher.

Preferred Citation
Alfredo Véa, Jr. Manuscripts. California State University, Los Angeles

Acquisition Information
Donated by Alfredo Véa, Jr.

Scope and Content of Collection
The collection consists of literary manuscripts (typescripts) for three novels: La Maravilla, The Silver Cloud Café, and Gods Go Begging. The typescripts are corrected and edited by the author; also included are notes and comments by others. Véa used report-style folders as covers for the typescripts. In some cases the original manuscript cover is saved when it contains a title or other comment handwritten by Véa.
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